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Continue to meet with the team and revise the IEP.
I cannot stress this enough. You can request an IEP
meeting at any time, as many as necessary. There is
no limit. If the specially designed instruction (SDI)
needs to be addressed, add more instruction to help
your child. If everything has been exhausted and there
are no other available alternatives, then it may be time
to advocate for your child to go to a different setting or
school to meet their needs. Typically, if the IEP team
decides that the current setting cannot meet your child’s
educational needs under The Rehabilitation Act of
1973, and FAPE, Free Appropriate Public Education,
the district may be obligated to pay for alternative
school/setting at the district’s expense. These
guidelines guarantee the educational entitlement of all
students in the United States of America including
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, (IDEA).
If the next step is to advocate for your child to be placed
in a more appropriate educational setting, note the
items listed that may be beneficial to your child’s
learning environment.
*Start researching approved private schools that may fit
your child’s needs. https://www.education.pa.gov/
Documents/K-12/Special%20Education/APS%
20Directory.pdf
*Request a school that specializes in your child’s
specific disability, so the school staff has a better
understanding how to work with your child.
*Requesting a smaller classroom size can be a huge
benefit and more individualized for your child’s needs.
*If your child experiences emotional dysregulation, look
at schools and their specialized crisis intervention to get
a better understanding of the school’s protocols.
Keep doing what you are doing for your child and
continue to advocate. You are the expert of your child.
You know what your child needs and may need to do
research on your own to get your child’s needs met.
If you are unsure what to do or how to best advocate for
your child, reach out to Chesco LIFE. We are parents
who understand the struggles, provide emotional
support, and guide you through the process. We have
been or are currently in your shoes. Reach out to us at
484-348-6392 or chescolife@accessservices.org.

5 Reasons Graphic Novels Can Help Kids
With Reading
By Louise Baigelman, Med

At a glance graphic novels are a good choice for
struggling readers. They have less text than
traditional books, which makes them less
overwhelming. Graphic novels are easy to read but
have age-appropriate content.
When kids have trouble with reading, chances are
they’re not thrilled when it comes time to sit down
with a book. For kids with reading difficulties,
traditional books can be hard to get through. The
dense text or the number of pages can lead them to
feel bored, frustrated, or even embarrassed.
But kids still need to read—even more so if they
struggle with it. When kids avoid books and don’t
practice reading, it only gets harder to build reading
skills as they get older.
The good news is that there are options outside of
the classic novel or textbook. A graphic novel uses
images—often in a comic strip style—to tell a story.
With pictures or illustrations and a lot less text,
graphic novels help kids practice reading. They also
can help kids build positive associations with books.
Here are five ways graphic novels can help struggling
readers.

1. They look and feel more approachable.
Graphic novels give kids a reading experience that’s
more “bite size,” with images on every page and
much less text. Unlike a 250-page novel filled with
dense text, a graphic novel doesn’t seem like it will
be too hard to read. Instead, kids can flip through the
pages and breathe a sigh of relief. And that can
make them feel more confident that they can get
through the story.

2. They feel mature and cool, too.
Graphic novels are accessible while still being
mature in look and subject matter. The typical
picture book is easier to read, but it’s also meant for
younger children. Graphic novels are an alternative
that kids can still relate to age-wise. Kids can also
read a graphic novel in front of their friends without
having to worry about being judged or feeling
embarrassed. The fact that their reading level is a
few years behind is a non-issue with this format.
3. They can help with reading comprehension.
Many kids with reading difficulties are visual
learners. Having images alongside words provides a
bridge for understanding the text. Kids might
recognize a word but forget its meaning. Noticing
the picture of it in the background can give kids that
aha moment. It also teaches them to use all the
clues they can to help with reading comprehension.
4. They can help kids feel a sense of
accomplishment.
Kids who have trouble reading are used to feeling
discouraged by reading. But a graphic novel can
give them a taste of reading success. When a
struggling reader says, “I just finished that whole
book!” it’s a big deal. This kind of success builds
confidence and motivates kids to stick with it. They
might even start enjoying books rather than avoiding
them.
5. They can prepare
kids for other types
of books.
Less text, or more
pictures, doesn’t mean
less active reading.
With graphic novels,
kids still have to do the
mental work of
understanding the
story line. This
includes the plot, narrative, character development,
problem, and resolution. The skills kids develop with
graphic novels can improve their ability to get
through other kinds of books. Also, there are graphic
novels with high Lexile levels that require strong
reading skills. Graphic novels can turn reading into a
happy, intriguing, and worthwhile task for your child.
These books can make reading feel relevant and

achievable. After finishing that graphic novel, and
then that graphic series, your child may just pick up
a long-ignored book. Find books on topics that catch
your child’s interest. Search the Book Finder tool
from our founding partner, Reading Rockets.

Autism Through a Different Lens: A
Sibling’s Perspective

By Amy Kelly, MBA, MNM Devereux Advanced
Behavioral Health
“In my profession, I often write articles from a
parent’s perspective about having an 18-year-old
daughter (Annie) with severe autism, and intellectual
and developmental disabilities. My overarching goal
with these stories is to provide compassion,
understanding and hope to families, caregivers and
professionals who may be in a similar situation.
My 19-year-old son, Danny, shared an essay about
his personal journey with his sister – from a sibling’s
perspective. It was similar to my own journey, yet
uniquely different, and it could not go unseen…”
Read the full article by searching for the title on
autismspectrumnews.org.

Advocate for Mental Health Care
Improvements for Your Child

By Susan Traugh
“Parents can advocate for mental health care
improvements for our children with mental illness
and we’re in a unique position to do so. As we travel
through America’s broken mental healthcare
system, our voices can help shine a light on
problems and advocate for mental health care
changes that would help our children in their quest
for mental stability…”
Read the full article at www.healthyplace.com/
blogs/parentingchildwithmentalillness/2018/5/
advocating-better-mental-healthcare
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Free Future Planning Resources Available in
Spanish for Your Family

Project Sunshine: Free Virtual Programming for
Youth and Families
Project Sunshine’s newest virtual program, TelePlay, offers
free games and activities for youth and their families who are
facing any medical challenges. Activities are grouped by ages
5-9, 10-14, and 15-18. They are made to protect a family’s
privacy and bring a little joy to the day. If you have a sibling
who is eligible for this virtual program, you can learn more and
sign up here: http://projectsunshine.org/teleplay/

Apply for Free Access to Special Education
Advocacy Curriculum
Is your sibling still in school, or do you know someone who is?
The Arc, in partnership with Comcast NBCUniversal, is
providing scholarships for eligible families of color and lowincome households who reside in Comcast regions to receive
free online access to The Arc@School’s Special Education
Advocacy Curriculum (normally a $99 value). The scholarship
application process is easy and only takes a few minutes to
complete! Apply at https://thearcus.surveymonkey.com/
r/5TPYX8M

Planning for the future of your sibling with a disability can
be overwhelming, and it can be even more complicating if
resources are not available in a person’s primary
language.
The Arc’s Center for Future Planning has a variety of free
resources in Spanish on topics such as:
• Supports available to help people with IDD make
decisions
• Myths about guardianship
• Differences between Special Needs Trusts and ABLE
accounts
• Resources to consider when creating a financial plan &
more!
We also have a free archived webinar in Spanish that
provides a general overview on future planning.
Questions? Contact Liz Mahar. Visit
futureplanning.thearc.org/pages/en-espanol

Sign Up for Our E-newsletter!
Would you rather get this newsletter emailed to you? Join
our e-newsletter contact list by contacting 888-442-1590
or email buckslife@accessservices.org.
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Parent/caregiver mentorship support
Transition age peer support
Resources for you and your child
Referral to services as needed
Training and information

A Neuropsychological Evaluation – What You Need To Know – Part II
Erin Pasela, mother of two sons and Chesco LIFE Family Support Specialist

In the Spring 2021 edition of our newsletter, I discussed the reasons why you might consider
getting a neuropsychological evaluation for your child. Today, I will be outlining what you do
with the results of the evaluation that has been uncovered about your child. Understanding this
will help support your child.
*Take note of the scores in the report.
*What does the testing show about your child?
*Is your child at grade level, below grade level, or on grade level?
*How does your child process information? By reading, auditorily, or visually?
If your child has been struggling socially, tell the team about it. Social skills can be
implemented. If a sensory break is needed during the day, add it to the child’s schedule. Does
the child need one on one support during the day- not simply the one aide assigned to the classroom for other
students? Document as much data as you can to provide to the school, if needed. This will be helpful in advocating
for additional needs for your child.
If you have noticed that your child is making little or no progress and your child’s IEP goals have not been met,
perhaps some data in the neuropsychological evaluation will point to the reasons. For example, your child may have
an occupational therapy goal for handwriting and yet, your child is not using capitalization and punctuation correctly.
If the child continues to make little to no progress, it might be due to a diagnosis listed in the neuropsychological
evaluation such as dysgraphia. In some cases, assistive technology would be an alternative to handwriting work and
would remove the struggle with handwriting.
Once the recommendations have been implemented and data has been collected, what’s next? If your child is
supported and making progress, then you have done a great job advocating for your child-congrats! But what if the
school has implemented the recommendations and there are no other recommendations to
utilize, or you child continues to struggle? (continued on next page)

